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ABSTRACT
Throughflow axial compressor design relies on empirical correlations to estimate the total pressure losses and deviation generated by a blade row. Those correlation data have been obtained
with given measurement uncertainties that are usually not taken into account by meridional design tools or throughflow solvers. Uncertainty quantification techniques such as Monte-Carlo
sampling or stochastic collocation can help to introduce uncertainties within those numerical
tools and quantify their effects on the compressor performance at cheap computational costs.
The throughflow solver used for this investigation is ACPreDesign. The code has been recently
implemented at VKI and solves the non-isentropic radial equilibrium equations for axial compressors. Realistic uncertainties are introduced from standard loss correlations. The implementation of non-intrusive uncertainty quantification methods is presented and validated on
a single stage low pressure compressor geometry studied at VKI. The results are analyzed in
terms of efficiency probability density functions which represent the resulting uncertainties on
efficiency due to non-deterministic loss correlations. Finally, ACPreDesign is coupled to the VKI
optimizer CADO in order to approach the problem of design under uncertainty also referred
to as robust design. To address that issue the paper focuses on a robust solidity optimization of
a single rotor configuration.
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Computational Fluid Dynamics
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INTRODUCTION
The meridional design is an essential step in the elaboration of any turbomachinery component.
Many choices, such as the channel geometry or the solidity, are done at the level of the meridional
design and may influence the rest of the whole design process.
However, any radial equilibrium solver relies on empirical correlations. Those correlations provide an estimate of the total pressure losses of a blade row depending on its loading and number of
blades. For compressors, such correlations originally come from the work of Lieblein et al. (1953)
but have been completed to provide spanwise corrections like in the work of Robbins et al. (1965).
Nevertheless, it must not be forgotten that all empirical correlation data have been obtained within
given measurement uncertainty bands. Similarly, many correlations often present a big scatter in the
data due to the wide variety of tested profiles and a polynomial curve fit is usually drawn through the
measurement points to allow for an implementation in a throughflow solver. The uncertainties or the
data scatter is then neglected.
Since nowadays meridional calculations are very cheap in terms of computational time, it is very
appealing to combine throughflow solvers with optimizer tools and/or with uncertainty quantification
(UQ) techniques which both require many evaluations such as evolutionary algorithms or MonteCarlo sampling and stochastic collocation techniques.
The main purpose of UQ methods is to improve the confidence in any numerical prediction by
considering a probabilistic framework and epistemic uncertainties. These are defined as a potential
defect or deficiency due to a lack of knowledge. They may be seen as model uncertainties. As an
example, the geometrical variability with respect to the theoretical design that may appear during the
manufacturing or because of some damages occurring during the engine life cycle may be seen as
a source of epistemic uncertainties. Those are usually disregarded, especially at the early phase of
the meridional design. Nonetheless, the impact of those geometrical variabilities at the level of the
throughflow design have been studied by Lecerf et al. (2003) or Panizza et al. (2014) respectively
for high-pressure compressors and centrifugal compressors. In any CFD computations, the turbulence models are another important source of epistemic uncertainties that are not taken into account
by deterministic approaches. Similarly, the uncertainties related to any loss or deviation empirical
correlations in a meridional solver are most of the time neglected and the originality of the current
investigation resides in the consideration of the epistemic uncertainties of such empirical models by
the means of UQ methods.
The use of UQ techniques and how they are implemented into a design process is the main focus
of the current paper. To illustrate the methods, the emphasis is set on the solidity optimization of
a given compressor geometry. After briefly presenting the compressor geometry and the solver, the
results of solidity optimization without UQ are firstly given. Based on those optimum designs, UQ is
introduced by using both sampling or quadrature methods. The loss correlations are parametrized to
analyze their impact on the results. The last issue addressed in the paper is the problem of optimization
under uncertainty commonly referred to as robust design. The results are discussed with and without
the use of UQ.
AXIAL COMPRESSOR PRE-DESIGN TOOL
The meridional solver that is used is ACPreDesign. This multi-stage axial compressor design
program originally comes from Creveling and Carmody (1968) and has been recently implemented
at VKI. It solves the non-isentropic radial equilibrium equations for given design input parameters.
Currently, the program does not provide off-design predictions. Examples of meridional optimization
using ACPreDesign can be found in the work of Joly et al. (2012) or Teichel et al. (2013).
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The compressor flowpath geometry must be imposed and divided into a number of axial stations
where the radial equilibrium equations will be solved. The mass flow, the inlet total pressure and
temperature, the desired global mass-averaged pressure ratio and the rotating speed of every stage
must be provided. If the flow does not enter the rotor axially, the rotor inlet tangential velocity
distribution can be modeled by an IGV row. For each stage, outlet tangential velocity distributions (at
both rotor and stator outlets) as well as both rotor and stator solidity distributions are also required.

Figure 1: Channel and axial station locations
The channel geometry and the axial stations are sketched in Fig. 1. The flowpath coordinates
are coming from a low-pressure compressor studied both numerically and experimentally at VKI
(Sans et al., 2013). An IGV row has been set in front of the rotor in other to match the desired
inlet tangential velocity distribution. All tangential velocity profiles as well as the nominal RPM and
design mass-flow have been imposed following the original design specifications.
In order to compute the total pressure losses of each row, ACPreDesign relies on loss correlations
originally coming from the work of Lieblein et al. (1953), presented in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Loss correlations of Lieblein et al. (1953)
The correlations implemented by Creveling and Carmody are based on the work of Robbins et al.
(1965) and include three-dimensional corrections to have a realistic spanwise loss evolution. Rotor
correlation curves are available in Fig. 3. They are given in terms of diffusion factor versus a loss
parameter ζ (like in Fig. 2) defined by Eq. 1 that is depending on the total pressure losses ω, the outlet
flow angle β2 and the solidity σ.
ω cos(β2 )
(1)
ζ=
2σ
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The mid-span rotor loss evolution is the lowest as it only contains profile losses. The hub curve is
shifted to a higher loss level to account for secondary flows and potentially corner vortex separation.
The tip losses are equal to the mid-span losses until a diffusion factor of 0.40 which triggers the
growth of losses due to the tip gap vortex.
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Figure 3: Rotor loss correlations of ACPreDesign
From the comparison of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, it clearly emerges that the scatter of Fig. 2 has not
been implemented in the correlations of ACPreDesign. This is a typical example of an epistemic
uncertainty.
OPTIMIZATION
Method and constraints
ACPreDesign has been coupled to the VKI optimizer CADO (Verstraete, 2010) to find the best
solidity distributions in terms of efficiency for a given pressure ratio distribution. The solidity is imposed at three span locations (10%, 50% and 90%) and a 2nd order Bezier interpolation is used to
compute the solidity distribution. More that simply the global average pressure ratio, the whole pressure ratio spanwise distribution may be imposed. It is controlled through the rotor outlet tangential
velocity distribution which is optimized together with the solidity distribution to satisfy the design
requirements both in terms of spanwise pressure ratio distribution and global average pressure ratio.
The VKI optimization code CADO is based on a differential evolution (DE) algorithm. This evolutionary method has been developed by Price and Storn (1997). Originally implemented for axial
turbomachinery blade optimization, CADO has since then been improved and extended to multidisciplinary optimizations by Verstraete (2008). The algorithm can easily be coupled to any solver as
in the present case to ACPreDesign. As mentioned earlier, the previous work of Joly et al. (2012)
or Teichel et al. (2013) are very good examples of ACPreDesign optimizations using CADO. The
major drawback of DE is that it requires a large number of evaluations which, in some situations, may
become unrealistic depending on the complexity of the optimization problem and the solver. The use
of metamodels may help to reduce the total computational cost but, in the case of ACPreDesign, the
number of evaluations does not represent an issue.
Various constraints may be imposed by the designer. They may be set on aerodynamic performance parameters (maximum turning of the airfoil, diffusion factor etc...) or involve mechanical
considerations (maximum RPM). In the current situation, the most limiting parameter is the maximum diffusion factor which has been constrained over the whole span. This parameter has a big
influence on the results of the optimization. A constraint has been set on the pressure ratio at an arbitrary level of 1.25. The problem becomes a single-objective optimization since only the efficiency is
maximized. The solidity is directly linked to the spanwise distribution of the chord length which may
be subjected to various mechanical additional constraints. Consequently, the solidity profile is not
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completely arbitrary. Although no chord length limitation has been considered in the current paper,
it must be mentioned that it is also possible to add specific constraints on the solidity or the chord as
well as on their slope or curvature. This can fasten the whole design process by taking into account
some mechanical requirements of the latest design phase at the early stage of the throughflow design.
Optimum solidity distributions
The constraint on the diffusion factor has quickly been identified as a crucial parameter. Optimizations have been run varying the maximum rotor diffusion factor Dmax from 0.375 to 0.45 by
steps of 0.025 as well as for Dmax = 0.50. Optimizations have also been run on the full stage but
only the single rotor configuration results are presented in the paper.
The rotor optimum solidity distributions are displayed in Fig. 4 next to the corresponding diffusion
factor distributions in Fig. 5. Increasing Dmax , the mean solidity decreases. The trend of solidity
versus span becomes linear for Dmax = 0.425 and then changes curvature for higher diffusion. For
Dmax > 0.425, the tip solidity remains around 0.9. Looking at the corresponding diffusion factors, it
seems that, for Dmax ≤ 0.425, the diffusion factor is higher at the hub than at the tip. More precisely,
the diffusion level remains around 0.40 in the tip section. It underlines that an optimum diffusion lies
around 0.40 at the tip but does not remain optimal towards the hub sections.
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Figure 4: Optimum rotor solidity distributions for Figure 5: Rotor diffusion factor distributions for
different values of Dmax
different values of Dmax
The rotor efficiency distributions in Fig. 6 show that higher efficiency is obtained with increasing
Dmax . While the hub and mid-span efficiencies always increase for higher Dmax , at the tip, the
efficiency remains constant for Dmax > 0.40. It can also be noticed that for each value of Dmax ,
the highest efficiency is achieved at mid-span since the correlation curves of Fig. 3 always give the
lowest amount of losses at mid-span. The highest efficiency is achieved with Dmax = 0.50 which is
obviously a very theoretical result since a rotor enduring a diffusion factor of 0.50 at design would
most probably have no stall margin. However, as mentioned earlier, off-design predictions are not yet
available in ACPreDesign.
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Figure 6: Rotor efficiency distributions for different values of Dmax
UNCERTAINTY QUANTIFICATION
The previous section revealed that the loss correlations play an important role in the determination
of an optimum solidity. The correlations affect the prediction of efficiency and the existence of an
optimum diffusion (and solidity). In that prospect, looking back at the correlation data of Lieblein
et al. in Fig. 2, a big scatter is observed in the data points. This source of uncertainty can be taken
into account by the use of uncertainty quantification techniques.
The main idea of such methods is to improve the confidence in the predictions of ACPreDesign
by adopting a non-deterministic approach. Within that probabilistic framework, an input vector X =
(x1 , x2 , ..., xD ) and an output y = g(X) are considered. The input vector X is an independent random
variable corresponding to a given sample space and the output variable y is a stochastic quantity. The
function g is the solver ACPreDesign in the current investigation but could possibly be any complex
fluid dynamics model or CFD tool. The objective is to compute the output probability density function
(PDF) fy in order to compute its statistics, as the expected value E[y] and the variance V ar[y] given
in Eq. 2 and Eq. 3.
Z
+∞

E[y] =

z fy (z) dz

(2)

−∞

Z

+∞

V ar[y] =

(z − E[y])2 fy (z) dz = E[y 2 ] − (E[y])2

(3)

−∞

Different methods exist in order to include uncertainties within the numerical predictions. They
are characterized by their intrusive or non-intrusive nature. The method is considered as intrusive if
the deterministic mathematical formulation (i.e. the source code) of the problem must be modified.
Those methods have not been considered. On the opposite, sampling and quadrature methods are
non-intrusive. Both are briefly presented below but more details about UQ methods in general are
given by Iaccarino (2011).
Sampling techniques are the simplest approaches to propagate uncertainties. They rely on repeated
simulations with different values of the input variables to generate the statistics of the output popula6

tion. The most famous sampling approach is the Monte-Carlo method. As mentioned by Iaccarino,
the strength of sampling resides in the fact that it is universally applicable and will always converge
to the exact stochastic solution if the number of samples tends to the infinity. The main drawback of
Monte-Carlo sampling is that the convergence is very slow as, to build the statistics, it requires a large
number of realizations.
Stochastic collocation refers to quadrature methods used to compute the statistics of random variables. Such methods enables to calculate the integrals (such as Eq. 2 and Eq. 3) from a discrete
(preferably low) number of realizations. The Gauss-Hermite quadrature is often used in the field of
uncertainty quantification. For random variables described by normal distribution, the formulation of
the n-points quadrature is:
Z +∞
n
X
2
y(ξ) e−ξ dξ ≈
wi y(ξi )
(4)
−∞

i=0

where ξi are the roots of the Hermite polynomials Hn (x) and wi are weights to which the Hermite
polynomials are also associated. The weight wi is defined as,
√
2n−1 n! π
wi = 2
.
(5)
n [Hn−1 (ξi )]
Having H0 (x) = 1 and H1 (x) = 2x, Hermite polynomials are linked through the following recurrence
relation:
Hn+1 = 2xHn (x) − 2nHn−1 (x).
(6)
Parametrization
The rotor loss have been parametrized with three uncertain parameters. The first parameter Umean
shifts the mean loss level of hub, mid-span and tip correlation curves. For a given value of diffusion
factor D, the rotor loss parameter is an independent normally distributed random variable of mean
µ and variance σ. The mean µ is given by the default evolution of ACPreDesign of the rotor loss
parameter versus diffusion factor, i.e. µ = ζ(D). The variance of Umean is constant over the whole
span and diffusion range and comes from the analysis of Fig. 2. Assuming that the data observed in
Fig. 2 corresponds to 95% of the individuals, it can be stated that the scatter is equal to 2 ∗ 1.96 ∗ σ =
3.92 σ. Finally, observing that the scatter is about 0.005 at constant diffusion, the variance σ is equal
to 1.275 10−3 . This parameter simply shifts the loss curves to higher or lower levels. For the hub and
mid-span loss curves, Umean is the only uncertainty and both curves are just translated.
For the tip correlation curve, another parameter, noted UD , controls the value of the diffusion
factor where the losses start to rise. The last parameter Ustall introduces additional uncertainty on the
losses at stall, i.e. at D = 0.6. By changing Ustall independently from Umean and UD , the slope of
the tip loss curve between the diffusion factor given by UD and D = 0.6 is varying. The situation is
illustrated in Fig. 7 showing the three uncertain parameters Umean , UD and Ustall .
The choice of the mean and variance of UD and Ustall is more arbitrary. The variance of Ustall has
been set to two times the variance of Umean (i.e., σUstall = 2 ∗ 1.275 10− 3). For UD , a mean diffusion
factor of 0.4 and a variance of 0.01 have been considered. Those values are summarized in Table 1.
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Figure 7: Rotor loss parametrization with three uncertain variables Umean , UD and Ustall
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ζR (D)
1.275 10− 3
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ζR (D = 0.6) 2.55 10− 3
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Table 1: Mean and variance of the three uncertain parameters Umean , UD and Ustall

Efficiency standard deviation [%]

Results
Considering the optimum solidity distribution of the previous section at Dmax = 0.45, Umean ,
UD and Ustall have been randomly sampled 35.000 times although a minimum of 10.000 samples
is usually sufficient. After 35.000 computations of ACPreDesign, the statistics of this population
have been analyzed in terms of pressure ratio and efficiency. Both Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 illustrate the
convergence of the efficiency mean and standard deviation. The minimum amount of samples is
very case sensitive and depends on the order of statistics that is required. In the current case, 20.000
appeared sufficient since both the mean and the standard deviation do not significantly change above
20.000 samples.
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Before stochastic collocations may be applied, the user must know the nature of the output PDF.
Indeed, depending on the kind of output PDF, different quadrature methods exist. Although MonteCarlo sampling is very time and resource consuming, it remains the only way to characterize almost
continuously the output PDF. To ensure a PDF is following a normal distribution, the population is
presented in a histogram as well as in a probability plot. To build such a plot, based on the resulting
mean µ and standard deviation σ, a theoretical normal distribution N (µ, σ) is plotted against the
obtained population that has been formerly sorted in ascending order. If the population is normally
distributed, the plot must look as a straight line. The histogram and the probability plot are shown
in Fig. 10 which clearly proves the efficiency is normally distributed. The histogram in Fig. 10 also
gives a very good image of the scatter induced by non-deterministic loss correlations on the efficiency.
Depending on the required confidence interval, the width approaches 1.5%.
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Figure 10: Efficiency histogram and probability plot (Dmax = 0.45)
Given that the output PDF is Gaussian, the Hermite’s quadrature may be used to perform stochastic collocation. Quadratures using 2, 3 and 4 points have been applied. Since there are three uncertain
parameters, ACPreDesign must be run 8, 27 or 81 times in order to generate the output statistics. Results of stochastic collocations are compared to Monte-Carlo sampling in Fig. 11 for both efficiency
mean and standard deviation. It appears both efficiency mean and standard deviation are not changing
significantly with the number of collocation points. It depends on the system that is studied and the
order of the statistics that is required. In the present case, it appears that 2 collocation points are
sufficient to calculate the mean and standard deviation. Small differences are observed between the
results of the Monte-Carlo sampling and the stochastic collocation method but this is not surprising
since neither the Monte-Carlo nor the collocation technique is perfect. The first would require an
infinite number of samples and the second is based on an approximation of an integral quantity. As
the difference sits around 10−3 %, it can be considered as negligible.
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Figure 11: Efficiency mean and standard deviation in function of the number of collocation points
(Dmax = 0.45)
The same procedure has been applied to the optimum candidate at Dmax = 0.40. Results are
summarized in Table 2 for both optima at Dmax = 0.40 and Dmax = 0.45 using both Monte-Carlo
sampling and stochastic collocation. The mean, the standard deviation and the 95% confidence interval [µ ± 1.96σ] are indicated. The analysis of Table 2 reveals the importance of accurate and
trustworthy correlations. The minimum standard deviation of the stage efficiency reaches 0.37%.
Nowadays, compressor designers seek for 0.1% efficiency increase using three-dimensional blade design. Moreover, as seen in Fig. 10, it represents a 95% confidence interval that covers close to 1.5%.
This study demonstrates that the meridional design may already bring a non-negligible amount of
uncertainty due to the correlations.
MONTE-CARLO SAMPLING

µ

σ

[µ ± 1.96σ]

Dmax = 0.40

π [-] 1.2509
η [%] 95.56

0.0012
0.44

[1.2509 ± 0.0024]
[95.56 ± 0.86]

Dmax = 0.45

π [-] 1.2509
η [%] 95.98

0.0011
0.37

[1.2509 ± 0.0022]
[95.98 ± 0.73]

STOCHASTIC COLLOCATION

µ

σ

[µ ± 1.96σ]

Dmax = 0.40

π [-] 1.2509
η [%] 95.55

0.0012
0.43

[1.2509 ± 0.0024]
[95.55 ± 0.84]

Dmax = 0.45

π [-] 1.2509
η [%] 95.98

0.0011
0.37

[1.2509 ± 0.0022]
[95.98 ± 0.73]

Table 2: Monte-Carlo and stochastic collocations results using three uncertain parameters
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OPTIMIZATION UNDER UNCERTAINTY
In the previous section, UQ techniques allowed to take into account the uncertainties of the loss
correlations. Furthermore, the stochastic collocation method offers a very good estimate of the mean
and the standard deviation of the output performance at affordable computational cost. In the case
of ACPreDesign and because only the mean and the standard deviation were required, the previous
section showed that 2 collocation points were sufficient. It is then realistic to consider solidity optimization where the pressure ratio, the average efficiency and its standard deviation are optimized.

Figure 12: Illustration of the robust design problem on an arbitrary function presenting two extrema
Optimization under uncertainty is most of the time mentioned as the problem of robust design.
This approach is not very common in compressor or turbine blade design, mainly due to high computational costs of CFD computations. Ideally, the aim is to look at a solution that is less sensitive to
the uncertainties. In the case of Fig. 12, while a standard optimization, disregarding any fluctuation,
would tend to the extremum in X1 , a robust design may lead to an extremum in X2 since it shows
a lower standard deviation. However, the existence of such a robust optimum obviously depends on
the system that is studied and the situation of Fig. 12 may not always occur. The main problems
encountered in engineering when dealing with robust designs are exposed by Poloni et al. (2011).
Robust optimization has been performed involving 3 uncertain variables. The maximum diffusion
factor has been set to 0.40 and 0.45. The pressure ratio, the efficiency and the efficiency standard
deviation must be optimized. It is thus not anymore a single objective optimization. Since there are
3 uncertain parameters and 2 collocations points, each individual generated according to the DE algorithm requires 8 computations of ACPreDesign to obtain a mean and a variance. The rest of the
optimization process remains unchanged. The pareto fronts are given in Fig. 13 in terms of pressure
ratio versus efficiency. For the same number of population, the differences between a standard optimization and a robust optimization are very limited. At Dmax = 0.40, the results are even identical.
The convergence is slightly slower for Dmax = 0.45 and bigger discrepancies are observed. However,
the robust optimization definitely converges towards the pareto front of the standard optimization.
Such results are very dependent on the solver that is studied, the chosen parametrization and the optimized parameters. It underlines that the response of ACPreDesign is very linear with respect to the
uncertain inputs and that the situation depicted in Fig. 12 does not exist for the current test case. In
other words, for the given problem of solidity optimization, the optimum solutions of Fig. 4 are also
robust designs.
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CONCLUSION
A meridional solver relies on empirical correlations to obtain an estimate of the total pressure
losses of a blade row. In the present investigation, the NISRE solver ACPreDesign is based on typical correlations originally established by Lieblein et al. However, empirical data often come with
uncertainties that are usually neglected at the level of the meridional design.
This paper investigates the use of uncertainty quantification methods in the specific case of solidity
optimization of a single rotor compressor. The study shows that both Monte-Carlo sampling as well
as quadrature method compute uncertainty bands that cover 1.5% in efficiency. While, nowadays,
3D blade design optimization chases 0.1% improvements that are usually very difficult or impossible
to validate experimentally, it represents a non-negligible amount of uncertainty that are disregarded
by a standard deterministic approach. Such additional information may imply to increase the target
efficiency according to the uncertainty band to guarantee a minimum efficiency above the design
requirements.
Outside the framework of solidity optimizations, uncertainty quantification could be implemented
at the level of meridional design to take into account various sources of epistemic uncertainties. For
example, the use of UQ techniques may compensate the lack of knowledge related to the influence of
the inlet boundary layer profile, the Reynolds number or the inlet turbulence intensity which can cause
big variation in the meridional design performance in terms of pressure ratio, efficiency and massflow. Off-design correlations also represents a tremendous source of uncertainty that can radically
affect the whole design. Finally, beyond the meridional design, non-deterministic CFD calculations
may also play a crucial role in the management of turbulence modeling uncertainties.
The issue of the robust design was also addressed and, in the present case, the standard optimum
design were already robust. The existence of a robust optimum strongly depends on the nature of the
problem that is studied and, in many situations, an optimization under uncertainty may lead to the
same solution as a standard optimization. Nevertheless, the study reveals the capability of performing
meridional robust optimization which may represent a breakthrough in turbomachinery design.
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